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Across
1 Spooner’s chilly apparition in old Ghana (4,5)
6 Have late meal with the Queen? Excellent! (5)
9 Lowest point of delta in Iran, perhaps (5)
10 Generates change for young people (9)
11 Back in the centre of Yugoslavia, too (4)
12/14 Unusually clean motor taking part in this Rally? (5,5)
13 Cows in another dairy (4)
16 Vegetable – a bit of crisp in a chutney (7)
17 Went mad to possess Stevenage, for example (3,4)
19 Character from Venice moves hotel to outskirts of Lido (7)
21 Setback in meal ordered from Valletta? (7)
22 Shorten wharf (4)



24 Jewel put back in bronze, not silver (5)
25 Large number of people for church service (4)
29 What many were doing during lockdown – maybe losing it around beginning of 
April! (9)
30 Confined back in Alcatraz, I bill it as ‘party island’! (5)
31 Team leader enquires about jobs (5)
32 Clever scheme to find precious stone beneath layers of rock (9)

Down
1 Port with cake? (5)
2 This, my lad, might be a South African town (9)
3 Seal for bottle of Irish port? (4)
4 I chat on about ancient Turkish city (7)
5 US state capital on English river first (7)
6 Marine creature oddly stewable! (4)
7 Portion of pastry dish and hollowed-out cake (5)
8 Dire scene unfolds in ambassador’s home (9)
14 See 12 across
15 Dandy, but Façade author lacks it! (5)
16 Bad frost and wind, as well as another winter hazard! (9)
18 Conducting a surgical procedure in top gear, strangely! (9)
20 Secures boats in trouble (7)
21 Possibly a German boss (7)
23 Blocks for wooden shoes? (5)
26 Lots of bees from south, fairly hot (5)
27 Way through the mountains starts properly above southern slopes (4)
28 Glass of beer and piano in Turk’s Head (4)
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